


Monday's Market Sell-Off...
Yesterday's stock markets extended the losses incurred from
last week, with most of the indexes finishing down nearly 4%,
putting them firmly in the 10% correction territory. As of Friday,
August 21, the S&P 500 had rallied for 1,418 days without a
10% correction, the third longest rally since the index’s
inception in 1957.

While these numbers look daunting, they are signs of a
healthy market. We have enjoyed a long-term "up" market, and
we all know that what goes up, must eventually come down.
Market corrections serve to bring over-valued securities back

down to fair valuations, where markets function more rationally. The more extreme the valuations
become, the stronger the potential for a steep correction. It is important to note that the current
valuations are nowhere near the high valuations of the 2007 - 2008 correction.

This correction is a global sell-off, triggered by the recognition that China's economy is not as
strong as believed after Beijing unexpectedly devalued its currency on August 11th. This, coupled
with the potential of a near future rate hike by the fed, as well as plunging oil prices, have clearly
made investors jittery.

What should you do? If you have a well diversified portfolio tailored to your risk level and goals,
then you should hold tight and not be tempted to make impulsive decisions. Portfolios designed
individually for you are designed with market corrections in mind. The best path to take is to ride it
out. Don't allow yourself to get caught up in emotion, and most importantly, don't lose sight of your
long-term investment goals.

If you have cash sitting on the sidelines to invest, you may have an opportunity to buy as
corrections can create great buying opportunities.

Remember, at some point, markets ALWAYS reach a point where investors with cash perceive
value and start buying again, pointing the markets in the direction we all want to be going. Until
then, be patient, and if needed, feel free to give me a call to discuss if any changes are warranted
in your individual portfolio.
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